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1 Introduction

One of the features of less developed countries (LDCs) is the prominent role of informal private

transfers between members of closely knit households. For example, Paulson (1994) finds that over

forty percent of the sample households in the 1988 and 1990 socio-economic surveys from Thailand

sent or received remittances, and that remittances constituted more than half of the total income

in receiving households. Informal private transfer support systems are of particular importance in

LDCs due to the fact that formal insurance markets are often missing (see Townsend (1994)), and

alternative programs to care for the old (such as social security systems) are either non-existent or

are very limited in their scope.

A second feature of LDCs is that they have high fertility rates (relative to developed countries),

and in many cases, growing populations (in part as a result of recent decreases of infant mortality

rates). The question of fertility rates has been studied in detail in the growth literature (for example,

Becker, Murphy and Tamura (1990), Ahituv (1995)), but it has (more or less) been overlooked in the

transfer literature, that has mainly focused on the motivations for, and the incidence and magnitude

of private transfers and remittances.

In this paper we examine the interaction between these two features by integrating fertility into

a three generation overlapping generations life-cycle model with inter-vivos transfers between the

young and the middle-aged, and between the middle-aged and the old, so that we can examine

several theoretical relationships. Specifically, we examine the relationships between (i) transfers

to young liquidity constrained consumers and the number of siblings they have, (ii) transfers (or,

remittances/gifts) to (or from) the old and the number of offspring they have, (iii) transfers and

income (both for the receiving and sending parties), and (iv) transfers and saving. We also examine

whether transfers are targeted to liquidity constrained consumers by imposing borrowing constraints

on the young.1

The model we build is based on Guiso and Jappelli's (1991) and Altig and Davis' (1993) frame-

works, in which there are three generations and borrowing constraints on young consumers.2 In

these models, private transfers are sent to smooth consumption over the life-cycle of an individual,

and hence maximize lifetime utility. In order to integrate fertility into this setup we assume that

the motivation for intergenerational transfers is altruism (following Becker (1974)), and adopt the

dynastic utility specification of Becker and Barro (1988). The advantage of Becker and Barro's

specification is that it captures not only the "pure altruism" of a parent to his/her children, but

also incorporates a scaling factor for the number of children (that is, the parent also cares about

1The targeting of transfers to liquidity constrained consumers is not a new question in the literature, but we

evaluateS it due to its important policy implications, as first raised by Barro (1974), and since examined by various

authors, for example Cox (1990). We will discuss the policy implications in greater detail in Section 3.

2These in turn are based on Cox's two generation overlapping generation model (1987) that he later expanded in

order to investigate whether transfers are targeted to liquidity constrained households (1990). We also mention that

we are specifically looking at the F-type economy in Altig and Davis (1993).
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the number of children he/she has).

The structure of the paper if as follows: In Section 2 we develop an overlapping generations model

with transfers and fertility, and carry out comparative static exercises to demonstrate the theoretical

relationships discussed above. In Section 3 we discuss the results and their policy implications, and

conclude the paper.

2 A Model of Intergenerational Transfers

The framework that we build to examine the relationship between transfers and household size with

capital market imperfections is an overlapping generations model with two-sided altruism. The

model is similar in structure to the one used by Guiso and Jappelli (1991), but in addition, it

incorporates the effects of fertility on transfer decisions and amounts by integrating the dynastic

framework of Becker and Barro (1988), in which parents not only care about their children but also

the number of children they have. Guiso and Jappelli abstract from the possibility of population

growth in their formulation since their model is used to describe Italy - an economy that is essentially

without population growth and with a steady fertility rate. However, when describing economies

in less developed countries (for example, Thailand, as in Seiler (1999)) we need to include fertility

issues and positive population growth (see Ahituv (1995) for a more detailed discussion), and as

such we adopt a recursive structure that reflects this aspect.3

The setup of the model is as follows: the economy consists of identical individuals that belong

to a dynasty. In order to keep the model tractable we abstract from marriage (i.e. the union of

different dynasties) and assume that there is only one parent per household. Each person lives for

three periods, during which he/she is "young," "middle-aged" and "old," respectively. Each person

inelastically supplies one unit of homogeneous labor in each period. Labor income for a worker of

age i who is a member of generation t is denoted by eit. In order to obtain a hump-shaped profile

of earnings corresponding to the regular lifecycle earnings profile we assume that eit < e2t and

e2t > e3t.4

We assume that individuals maximize discounted lifetime utility that depends on their own

consumption and the maximum attainable utility of their parent and of their children. Consumption

smoothing tendencies combined with a low value of eit causes optimal consumption by the young to

exceed their current labor income. We assume that the young cannot borrow because of asymmetric

information about their willingness or ability to repay loans when middle-aged to outside credit

3Looking at the data (source: World Bank Social Indicators of Development 1996) we see that the Total Fertility
Rate (TFR) (the number of children per female at childbearing age) has been steady in Italy in the last decade
(1987=1.28 and 1992=1.30). The Total Fertility Rate has been falling in Thailand from 4.27 in 1977 to 2.57 in 1987
and 2.10.in 1992. This still represents a growing population, but we note that the TFR is approaching 2.0, i.e. a zero
population growth.

4The second relationship (between the earnings at middle-age and when old) is presented as a weak inequality since
Paxson (1995) documents that this may well be the case in certain countries, for example, in Thailand.
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sources e.g. moneylenders or credit agencies. However, we assume that there is full information

between parents and children. This form of capital market imperfection is common in the literature,

e.g. Stiglitz and Weiss (1981), Guiso and Jappelli (1991). If children are sufficiently altruistic toward

their parents, implicit contracts within the household may be self-enforcing, and we assume this in

this case. Thus, consumption of a generation t member at period 1 of his life cit,5 is constrained by

the sum of his disposable income from wages eit, and from parental transfers

At age 2, the individual earns e2t which is divided into consumption c2t, transfers to the young

nirt, transfers/remittances to the old gt, and savings s2t. Since the total transfers are nrt (and n

is the number of children that are born to an individual at the beginning of the second period of

his/her life) we are also assuming that each child receives the same transfer amount (or, that the

parent loves each child the same as his/her siblings). Moreover, inasmuch as that there is only

one parent in the setup, n may also be looked upon not only as the number of children that an

individual has, but also as the (gross) growth rate in the total population (since we are assuming

that all households behave identically). Finally, we assume that the middle aged are not liquidity

constrained, and can also take consumption loans (if we were to assume a no-loan economy then

s2t > 0).

At age 3, the consumption of the old comes from their earnings e3t, their savings (1-1-r)s2t (where

r is the exogenously determined interest rate on savings), and from transfers from their children

ngt+i (note that if gt±i is negative then the old are transferring resources to their middle-aged

children). Thus, the sequence of budget constraints faced by the generation t individual is:

cu = eu

C2t nrt gt s2t = e2t

C3t = (1 ± r)s2t e31 ngt-Fi

We now describe the preferences of the agents in the setup. In order to motivate intergenerational

transfers in the model we assume that an individual's total utility V, is derived from his own

consumption, and the discounted utility of his parents and children. We are therefore maximizing

the dynastic utility of the individual, and motivating the transfers through altruistic linkages.6

A generation t individual derives direct utility from own lifetime consumption according to the

time separable utility function

ut = u(Cit) + Ou(c2t) + 02u(c3t) (4)

5Consumption at age i for a member of generation t is denoted by cit.

6The altruistic motivation for transfers has been found to be the case for certain data sets (for example, Ravallion

and Deardon (1988) for Java), but we feel that it is important to mention that there are also other explanations offered

in the transfer literature - for instance, transfers as a mechanism of exchange (as in Cox (1987)), or even transfers as a

combination of these two (e.g. Lucas and Stark (1985) for remittances in Botswana that they call "tempered altruism

or enlightened self-interest").



where 3 (6(0, 1)) is the time discount factor. We assume that ut is twice continuously differentiable,

increasing and concave in each argument so that for i = (1, 2, 3)

au
nit = - > 0

acit

and
it a2u

Uit = < 0
dcit

We further assume Inada conditions i.e. = 0 and limcit,0 = oo. A member of

generation t also derives utility from the well-being of his parents and children. Defining Vit as the

total utility of a member of generation t at age i, and using the formulation of Becker and Barro

(1988), we obtain relationships for old, middle-aged and young.

We start by discussing the relationship for the old of generation t — 1. They receive utility from

their own consumption in the last period of their lifetime and from the utility of their children who

are middle-aged members of generation t. The parent-to-child altruistic factor an is a constant

elasticity function and consists of two parts, the pure constant altruistic factor a, and the scaling

factor from the number of children with constant elasticity 6. We assume that a > 0 and that

0 < 6 < 1 so that the parent's utility is increasing and concave in the number of children. We also

assume that the parent loves each child equally, and thus for n children the total altruistic factor is

ani—€. The relationship for the old is thus given by

V3t—i = n(c3 —) + ani-172t (5)

We next examine the relationship for the middle-aged. The specification that we use for this is

similar to Tcha (1995), with altruistic dynasties in both directions. We use this to avoid certain

problems that can arise in the one-sided (i.e. only to the descendants) dynastic case.7 For example,

if a grandparent cares about his/her grandchildren (in the one-sided dynastic case) he/she cannot

influence the middle-aged parent to change his/her behavior towards his/her children, since the

middle-aged parent only cares about the grandparent's consumption and not his/her total utility.

In order to use the two-sided dynastic approach we have to put extra conditions on the altruistic

factors in order to rule out "Hall of Mirror" effects and unbounded utility. In order to illustrate

what is meant by hall of mirror effects we provide a simple example: If I eat a hamburger, I not only

receive utility from its consumption, but also I get some extra utility from knowing that my parents

and children are happy that I'm happy. This extra happiness thus makes my parents and children

more happy that I'm happy that they are happy that I'm happy, and so on. The conditions we add

to rule out these effects are based on Kimball (1987) and are: aan1-6 < and a + anl  < 1. The

71Ve note that Guiso and Jappelli (1991) assume that the child cares about the utility of consumption of the parent,
and not the parent's total utility. This follows Buiter and Carmichael's (1984) specification of the utility function with
two-sided altruism (that is dynastic for descendants but not for previous generations).
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first of these says that the product of the altruistic factor to one's parent and the altruistic facto
r

to one's children must be small enough to rule out the hall of mirror effects discussed above. The

second states that the sum of the two factors is less than one so that the dynastic utility function will

not be unbounded. Finally, with regards to the middle-aged relationship, we note that we assume

that the child-to-parent altruistic factor a (> 0) does not change as the number of siblings increases,

i.e. irrespective of the number of siblings the child loves the parent the same amount.

Thus, we can write the relationship for the middle-aged individual as the sum of the utility lie

receives from consumption in the current period and when he is old, the discounted utility of his old

parents who belong to generation t — 1, and the utility of his young generation t 1 children, i.e.

V2t = U(C2t) OU(C3t) aV3t-1 + (6)

Finally, we look at the young of generation t + 1. We assume that they derive utility from their

lifetime consumption, from the utility if their parents and from their future children. This is sum-

marized in the following relationship

V1t+1 u(cit+i) + Ou(c2t+1) + 02u(c3t+1) + aV2t + f3a7/1-Wit+2 ( 7 )

In order to solve the model we want to convert the above three equations for old, middle-aged

and young into a recursive structure. It is worth noting that all decisions (i.e. transfers to the young,

gifts to the old and savings) are taken at middle-age, and as such we are looking for a relationship

between V2t and V2t+17 i.e. the total utility of the middle-aged born in t and the middle-aged b
orn

in t 1. Solving the above system of three equations we obtain:8

V2t = r[U(C2t) ± 0(1 — aanl-c)u(c3t) au(c3t-1) + an -€u(cit+i) +

-1-0anl'(1 aani-c)V2t+1i (8)

where r  12aanl- • Following Tcha (1995), we label r as the multiplier effect of reciprocal altru-
ism.

t
 For convergence of this dynastic utility function we require that 0 < Iifiani-c(1 — aan1-€) < 1.

2.1 Necessary Conditions for the Consumer's Problems

The problem facing the household is to choose consumption in the middle period, and transfers to

the old and the young in order to maximize (8) subject to the budget constraints (1), (2) and (3)

and the non-negativity constraint Tt > 0.9 The non-negativity constraint precludes the possibility

8The way we solve these simultaneous equations is as follows: first we substitute the relationships for the old and

the young into the one for the middle-aged, and are left with an relationship between V2t and Vit±i. We then bring

the original middle-aged equation forward one period and substitute this into the new one in order to replace

with V2t+1 and V3t. Finally, we bring the original equation for the old forward one period, and use this to replace V3t

with an expression with V2t+i•
91n an earlier version of the model we assumed that gt > 0, however it is pretty common to borrow from one's

parents throughout one's life, not only when young. The dropped constraint also implied that parents could not

transfer bequests to their children while they were still living, thus it was dropped.



that the middle-aged generation imposes negative transfers on the younger generation. The first

order conditions for the maximization problem are:

an' it+i u2t with equality if Tt > 0

anu3t_i = U2t

U2t = 0(1 ± r) (1 — aan1')(1 aanl—T)u31

We will write (11) as u2t = .1.0(1 r)u3t. It can be shown that 4) > 1. This Euler equation states

that the consumer is indifferent between consuming one extra unit today or one extra unit tomorrow.

The return on saving in this case (1 01., is higher than the "usual" Euler equation (with return

(1 r)). This follows because, if the middle-aged consumer saves one more unit he' must take into

account the changes in the utility of the young and the old, and the amount the middle-aged in the

next period will have to transfer to him when he is "old." As such, we label 4) as the "altruism

multiplier."

The first of the first order conditions determines if transfers to the young are operative. If at the

optimun Tt > 0, then (9) holds with equality. The Euler equation states that at the optimum the

consumer is indifferent between consuming one unit himself or deriving utility from the consumption

of one extra unit by his child. The second equation (10) states that at the optimum the middle-aged

are indifferent between consuming one extra unit themselves, or transferring it to their parents.

This formulation assumes that when a child gives a gift to his parent he assumes that his siblings

behave identically. Abel (1987) notes that this can be interpreted as if each sibling acts as if he has

1/n parents and decides to buy a joint gift with his siblings for their common parent. Alternatively,

if we assume that a child transfers gifts to his parent irrespective of his sibling's behavior then the

first order condition for gifts, (10), becomes

0u3t-1 = U2t (12)

We now want to employ these Euler equations to see how transfers are affected by changes in

the observable characteristics of the population, particularly earnings and fertility. We first turn our

attention to earnings. Euler conditions (9) and (10) imply that transfers are operative, i.e. Tt > 0

and gt > 0 if the following inequalities hold:

zi = an—cu'it+i U2t >

Z2 — anu3t_1 <02t

(13)

(14)

The latent variable z1 evaluated at Tt = 0 is a measure of the net marginal gain of the younger

generation receiving a transfer from their parents. An alternative way of looking at the latent

variable is to rewrite it (by manipulaing the Euler conditions) as

zi 
0(1 + r)4)

= an cu > (15)
an



This says that at rt = 0 the marginal utility of the first period exceeds that in the second period.

This is true for all liquidity constrained consumers, and since we have full information between

parents and children together with parent-to-child altruism there will be a transfer.

Examining (15), we see that if the recipient's income (eit+i) incieases, the probability of receiving

a transfer decreases. However if his future income (e increases the probability of receiving a

transfer also increases, other things being equal. These results follow from the concavity of the

utility function. The intuition behind them is as follows: If eit+i (the young's current income) goes

up, the borrowing constraint on the young is relaxed and the middle-aged parent is less likely to

make a transfer. However, if future income increases, due to consumption smoothing tendencies,

this raises the desired consumption of the young and the borrowing constraint is more stringent,

thus raising the likelihood that the parent will make a transfer.

From (13) we see that if e2t, the middle-aged generation's current income increases, ceteris

paribus, then the probability of receiving a transfer (by the young, from the middle-aged) increases.

Turning our attention to transfers to the older generation, we note that (14) evaluated at gt = 0

measures the net marginal gain in utility of making a transfer/remittance to the older generation.

The transfer occurs if the loss in utility by the age 2 household is less than the gain from transferring

one unit of consumption to parents. If the middle-aged donor's income, e2t increases then the value

of z2 decreases, and if the recipient's income, e3t_1 increases then so too does the value of z2. This

means that an increas-e in the donor's earnings (or a decrease in the recipient's earnings) will raise

the probability of a transfer from the middle-aged to the old.

In order to look at transfer amounts we have to do comparative static exercises. These are done

in Appendix A, with the results summarized beneath. It is interesting to note that the results are

the same as the ones above for the probability of incidence of transfer to the young and the old

(albeit the results for savings behavior of the middle-aged that are not discussed above).

Result 1 An increase in the earnings of the young will (i) decrease transfers to the young, (ii)

increase transfers to the old, and (iii) be ambiguous in middle-aged savings.

Result 2 An increase in the earnings of the middle-aged will (i) increase transfers to the young,

(ii) increase transfers to the old, and (iii) be ambiguous in middle-aged savings.

Result 3 An increase in the earnings of the old will (i) increase transfers to the young, (ii) decrease

transfers to the old, and (iii) be ambiguous in middle-aged savings.

We now look at the effects of fertility on transfers. The comparative statics to examine the

effects on transfers to the young, transfers to the old and savings are presented in Appendix B. The

results are presented below.

dT •
Result 4 If rn > g and di"(4)) d log (n) > 1 then -41- <0, otherwise —dn zs ambiguous.dn
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This result states that the transfer to each child will decrease if the total transfers of a middle-aged

individual to his children is greater than the transfer than he is giving to his parent, and if the

elasticity of .1) (the additional return required on middle-aged savings) with respect to the number

of children is greater than unity. Otherwise the effect of the birth rate on transfers to young is

ambiguous.

Result 5 -6-1g- is ambiguous.dn

ds • d log(4)) Result 6 —dn is negative if 
dlogel') 

< 1, and is positive if > 1, otherwise it is ambiguous.d log(n) • d log(n)

This last result is interesting, and in a way complements Result 4. It states that if the elasticity of

the additional return required on middle-aged savings with respect to the number of children is less

than unity, then as the number of children increases, the amount of middle-aged savings decreases.

The intuition behind this statement is as follows: as a parent has more children her total utility

from them increases, and she also receives more utility from their consumption. She also takes into

account the extra transfers she may receive in his old age from having extra children.10 Thus, she

will save less if the return on saving is less than the extra return from having extra children. This

result is switched if the elasticity is greater than unity. This result is complemented by Result 4

since one of the conditions that transfers to the young will decrease with the number of children is

the same elasticity (of .1) with respect to n) being greater than unity.

3 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we have examined the theoretical relationship between private transfers and household

size in the presence of credit market imperfections by incorporating a two-sided dynastic utility

specification (a la Becker and Barro (1988)) into an overlapping generations life-cycle model with

inter-vivos transfers. Specifically, we have examined the relationships between transfers to young

liquidity constrained consumers and the number of siblings they have, transfers to (or from) the old

and the number of their offspring, transfers and income (both for the receiving and sending parties),

transfers and saving, and we have also investigated whether transfers are targeted within families

to liquidity constrained consumers.

Our results suggest that there is a negative relationship between young liquidity constrained

consumers' contemporaneous earnings and the transfers they receive, but a positive relationship

between the transfers they receive and their future earnings. They also show that as middle-aged

consumers' earnings increase there will be increased transfers to the young and the old, and that as

the old consumers' earnings increase they will receive smaller transfers, but the young will receive

larger transfers (other things equal).

10n.b. the word "may" is important in this sentence since we know from Result 5 that`,#, is ambiguous.
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The targeting of resources to liquidity constrained individuals is of great interest in less developed

countries (LDCs) due to the fact that important policy issues concerning the way credit agencies

allocate limited resources to constrained individuals are formulated (in part) depending on whether

there is targeting or not. The targeting result we find has also been found by other authors (for

example Cox (1990) and Guiso and Jappelli (1991)) in the context of life-cycle models, but we must

be careful in using such a theoretical result for policy purposes without careful empirical evidence

(as in Cox and Jimenez (1992) and Seiler (1998, 1999)) since other types of models suggest that this

is not a particularly steadfast theoretical finding (as in Seiler's (1998) risk sharing environment),

and furthermore, the life-cycle model may not even be the best framework when analyzing LDCs

(Deaton (1989)).

The relationship that we find between transfers to the young and household size is not straight-

forward (i.e. positive or negative), but depends on the elasticity of the "altruism multiplier" with

respect to the fertility rate. In general, consumers allocate resources across time by equating dis-

counted marginal utilities of consumption in the next period to those today. However, in our model

consumers also have to take into account the effects of additional saving on their parent's and chil-

dren's utility as well as on their own (due to the two-sided altruistic preferences). As such, the return

that is required for savings in the Euler saving condition is higher (than without altruism), and we

label this multiplicative affect as the "altruism multiplier." We find that if the (above) elasticity is

greater than unity, then as the fertility rate increases so do middle-aged savings. Furthermore, if this

is the case and total transfers to the young are greater than those to the old, then transfers to young

individuals will be decreasing in the fertility rate. This result (for the possible negative relationship

between the fertility rate and transfers to young individuals) is of importance in that it suggests

that smaller households may provide more resources to young liquidity constrained individuals that

may be used to acquire skills (human capital) that further act to enhance development.

The last result we discuss is (unfortunately) inconclusive, in that we do not find a clear re-

lationship between transfers to the old and the fertility rate. However, we note that one of the

assumptions in our framework is that individuals take into account the number of identical siblings

they have when transferring to their parent, and that all the siblings behave identically. A different

assumption concerning sibling behavior may well change this result (for instance, by including be-

quests and bequest strategies in the model (as in Bernheim, Shleifer and Summers (1985)), we may

find that transfers to the old are increasing in the fertility rate. Thus, we need further empirical

investigation on how a decrease in fertility affects the resource amounts transferred to the old, and

its inherent policy implications.

10



Appendix A. Comparative Static Results for Earnings

In the case where the non-negativity constraint on Tt is non-binding, differentiation of the first order

conditions (9)-(11) together with the budget constraints (1)-(3) yields a system of 3 equations in 4

unknowns (rt, gt, gt+i, s2t)• In order to solve we thus make use of the property that the exogenous

variables and parameters are stationary, and so the economy will be stationary and repeat itself in

every generation. This means that gt = gt+i, and we are left with 3 equations in 3 unknowns, that

we can write as Ax = b, or

where

all a12 a13 
_

x1
a21

[
a22 a23 X2 1 =

a31 a32 a33 _ X3

all -= an u1 + nu2

= a13 = a23= U2

a31 =nu2
2 it it

a22 an U3 ± U2
it it

a32 = 0(1 + r)nu3 + u2

a33 =3(1 + r)-(1)u3 +u

Earnings of the Young. In order to solve the comparative statics for changes in the earnings of

the young (el), we solve the system with x1 = dr I del, x2 = dgIdei and x3 = dsIdei, and receive

bi = an'ui;

b2 = b3 = 0

In order to solve this system we use Cramer's rule. Define Ai as matrix A with column j replaced

by b, and IA1 as the determinant of A. Thus, &Mei =1.411101, dg !del = 021/1A!, and ds/dei =

1A31/1Al. First we look at IAI:

IAI = an'ul[f3(1 + r)2(1)u3(anu3n +

+nu2 [0(1 + r) 2 (17/3 anu3 n] (16)

Inspecting this expression we see that IAI will is negative. Doing the same exercise for lAi I we find

that

IA1 1 = u3f3(1 + r)2.13[an2U13 ± U2

lAi is positive and thus using Cramer's rule, we can conclude that dr/dei < 0. In order to find

dg/dei we need to find 1A21. We find that

IA21= an—cui;[nu,6(1 + r)2.1)/L131]

11



This is negative, and since MI is also negative we conclude that dg dei > 0. For ds dei we nee
d to

find 1,431, which we find to be equal to zero. Thus, we cannot conclude anything about the effect of

a change in the young's earnings upon the savings behavior of the middle-aged.

Middle-Aged Earnings. In this case x1 = dr I de2, x2 = dg de2 and x3 = ds de2. We find that

bi = b2 = b3 = u2. As with the young generation's earnings we employ Cramer's rule so that

dr I de2 = dg I de = IA21/01, and ds I de2 = IA31/1,41. The determinant of Ai is

0.1 1 = u2 [anu3n#(1 7-)2,1.7/3fli

which is negative, and thus dr I de2 > 0. We find that

V121= an4413(1 d-r)2.T.4

which is negative, and thus dg de2 > 0. 1,431 is zero, and thus we cannot sign ds/de2.

Earnings of the Old. In this case x1 = dr/de3, x2 = dg I de3 and x3 = ds I de3. We find that

= 0

b2 = —anu;

b3 = —0(1 -I-

As with the earnings of the young and middle-aged we employ Cramer's rule so that di r de3

1411/1211, dg de3 = jA21/01, and ds I de3 =12131/1k. We find that

= an413(1 r)2(1)4

which is negative, and so dr I de3 > 0. For transfers to the old we find

12121= [an-cui nu2][—anu1310(1 r)243u13/]

which is positive, and thus dg/de3 < 0. Regarding savings of the middle-aged we again find that

031= 0 i.e. we cannot sign ds I de3.

Appendix B. Comparative Static Results for Fertility

The comparative statics for fertility, n, are similar to those worked out for earnings in the previous

appendix for earnings. We again have the stationary system Ax = b, where A is the same as before,

xi = dr I dn, x2 = dg I dn and x3 = ds I dn. We find in this case that

b = can ui — ru2

12



b2= —angu3 — au3 — Tu2

(9(1)
b3 = —0(1 ± r)(Dgu3 — 0(1 + r)-6-7-1-u3 — ru2

In order to solve this system we use Cramer's rule. Define Ai as matrix A with column j replaced by

b, and jAl as the determinant of A. Thus dr I dn = IA1111141, dg I dn = IA2 1/01, and ds I dn = IA3 I/IAI.

From the previous appendix we know that IAI is negative. Calculating lAi I we find that

lAi I = [13(1 + r)2(1.u:31 (anu3 u2n]

+u3(1 ± r)(13a[u3u3 (1 + r)n(g — rn) +

+nu3u3 (it —1) +u34(1 + Ou21

where p is the elasticity of with respect to n. We find that p is positive. Thus, if rn > g and

p > 1 then lAi is positive, otherwise the sign of it is ambiguous. Using Cramer's rule, we can

conclude that if rn > g and the elasticity of 41. with respect to n is greater than unity then dr dn

is negative, otherwise its sign is ambiguous. This result is given in the main text.

In order to find dgldn we need to find IA2I. We find that 1A21 will be negative if p < 1 and

au3 + anu3g + u2r > 0. Since we cannot sign the second expression, we conclude that 021 is

ambiguous, and hence so is dg I dn. For ds dn we need to find IA31. We find that

.9.11
1A31 = an-cuI; {7132LI2I (a — ( 1 +) u3u/3/ 13(1 ± r)(Dan(1 — p)] +

+nu2u3u30(1 + r).1)an(1 — p)

From this we see that IA3I will be positive if p < 1 i.e. ds dn will be negative; if p.> 1 then ds I dn

will be positive; and if p is unity then ds I dn is ambiguous.

13
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